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Pune, the city of Maharashtra is one of the most visited cities by the tourists. This city has emerged
as a major IT hub. In addition, many institutions are here which draws several students to settle
here. This busy city is visited by a large number of tourists and business travelers as well. In
addition, many people come to Pune for a weekend gateway from nearby cities.

There are many temples, monuments, churches and happening places in Pune. While in Pune, one
can see many tourist places and some of the well known places to visit in Pune are Raja Dinkar
Kelkar Museum, Aga Khan Palace, Bund Garden, Pataleshwar Cave Temples and Sarasbaug
temple.

If you are on your trip to Pune, then staying at resorts in Pune will make your trip more enjoyable
and delightful. At these resorts, you will find cool environment, recreation facilities, well furnished
rooms with beautiful interiors. You will also be provided with varieties of cuisines.

Some of the famous resorts here are Manas Holiday Resort, Sanskruti Resort, Kumar Resort and
Water Park and Lekha Farm. Whether you are out with your family, friends, alone or for some
business purpose, staying at Pune resorts will make your trip memorable. Plan your trip to Pune
now and make your stay at the finest resorts here.

Panvel is one of the beautiful places in the state of Maharashtra and located on the Mumbai Pune
expressway. This city is also known as gateway of Konkan region. It is in fact the largest and
populated city in Raigad district. This city has become modernized where one can see many
interesting sites.

A few of the important tourist places which one can visit near Panvel are Karnala Fort,
Varadavinayaka, the Balaeshwar Pali temples, The Elephanta Caves,Karjat and Haji Malang.
However, the top Panvel attractions include Bhavani Temple, Bird Sanctuary, Gadeshwara Dam
and Karnala Fort. So, come and visit Panvel and make your stay at resorts in Panvel which will
make your trip more enjoyable. Staying at resorts provides you best modern facilities and adventure
activities.

To get your resorts booked for Pune and Panvel, Travel hot has come up with best deals for you.
Finding best accommodation options from here will make your trip truly enchanting. Just get your
resort booked online and save your time as well as money. Hurry up to get your resort booked and
avail the benefits.
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